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Headless Dress On Seaside is a classic 
choice, and while Aeroplane Lady may have 
looked groundbreaking in 1998, her heavy 
antique frock comes off  as dated and tone-
deaf for today’s budget-minded cover mod-
els living in climate change heat. Singles La-
dy’s more lightweight and understated take 
is the perfect update, and she looks stunning 
in those bold stripes. 

NEUTRAL MILK HOTEL 
In the Aeroplane Over 

the Sea

FUTURE ISL ANDS 
Singles

The imperial space age future trend is so 
yesterday, but that didn’t keep both St. Vin-
cent and THEESatisfaction from trying it 
on. Sadly Annie just doesn’t go far enough, 
and she winds up looking more 1970s than 
2070s. Stas and Cat get it totally right with 
their stylishly risqué translucent royal uni-
forms, which manage to be both retro and 
fashion-forward. 

THEESATISFACTION 
Ear thEE

ST. VINCENT 
St.  Vincent

WHO WORE IT BETTER 
(On the Album Cover)?

by Zoë Leverant

Forget Us Weekly; the hottest style standoff s are in 
the record bins. Whether ripoff s or coincidences, these pairs 

are going toe-to-toe for the title of best-similarly-dressed.

They’re here, they’re queer, get used to their 
album covers: Hunx and Peaches rock out-
fi ts as confrontational as their music. While 
Hunx’s prolifi c leg hair gets kudos, he’s too 
over-the-top to come out on top. Peaches’ 
subtly jarring undies—are they see-through 
or not?—are seductive and weird in all the 
right ways. Deliberately unpretty in pink is 
the way to go.

These two hardly run in the same circles, but 
they stepped out in such similar ensembles 
they’ve become fashion frenemies. Captain 
Evil’s statement red easily makes his look the 
better one, living up to his heroic aims. Doc-
tor Avalanche, on the other hand, belongs 
with the outtakes he’s repping. Sorry, Sufjan. 
Leave the capes to the experts.

Meet the hottest accessory in the twee-
verse: soft stuff ed animals. The Obscura 
girls keep it cute and pulled together, per-
fectly matching beret colors to their ador-
able furry friend. Coordinated as they might 
be, though, Miss Belle’s sweet but sexy style 
steals the show in the end. She and her 
bosom buddy make quite the stylish pair. 
Sometimes, the original can’t be beat. 

PEACHES
The Teaches of  Peaches

HUNX & HIS PUNX 
Gay Singles

RAGE AGAINST THE 
MACHINE Evi l  Empire

SUFJAN STEVENS 
The Avalanche

CAMERA OBSCURA 
Underachievers Please 

Try Harder

BELLE & SEBASTIAN 
Tigermilk


